
SPECULATION...? 

Take what resonates and leave the rest. 

 

Love {from the surrendered ego} doesn’t know why it loves, it just 

knows it does. 

It needs no motive for its love. 

The ego lost in love only knows it’s happy to Love. 

If there was a reason it could think of as to why it loves someone it 

would not be pure love. 

This then is Love that has won the ego. 

Before there was ego, Love was static. 

It was conscious on an intuitive level, but was unable to “feel” what 

it so powerfully was. 

In this creative energy field was infinite potential 

 

This state of being, Love without ego, has no emotion, hence the joy 

of love in that state is without experience. 

In the heart of the absolute, in the beginning, there was intuitive 

knowledge but the possibility of experiencing what it intuitively 

knew, demanded that it fall to a lower state. 

This it also knew at the level of its intuition. 

 

There was tremendous desire to gain the experience that at some 

level it knew was possible. 

This feeling that came from ever so very, very deep within it created 

great yearnings that gradually grew until it could no longer contain 

the pent up energy and then there came the great release. 

Thus the absolute beginning of all that is, was born. 

Out of this creative energy came an infinite number and variety of 

Life forms. 

All were created as a result of the lower vibrations that occurred as 

creation came forth in the beginning. 

 

In the beginning, the core of the absolute was love, but this love 

could not be experienced until death on a cosmic level took place, for 

experience needed ego. 

As above, so below, as in the Macrocosm so also it is in the 

microcosm. 

There are many today who are being prepared for the higher densities. 

Love is at this moment preparing many hearts for that which eye has 

not seen, nor ear heard, neither has it entered into the 3rd density 



consciousness of man that which he will experience here on this 

planet as this Love increases its presence affecting all souls in a 

wonderful way that are of Loves vibration. 

 

Death and life always go together. 

There cannot be one without the other. 

As on the cosmic level there was pain, confusion and loss, that 

brought creation into manifestation, so on the microcosmic level we 

have known this contrast. 

All who in their heart desire to know their creator have already 

known loss through many life cycles. 

You would not be searching boards such as this one if this were not 

true. 

Ultimately, at the end of the day, all loss is transformed into the 

destiny of ever expanding wisdom and knowledge and unending joy and 

the unlimited power that has always been ours. 

This is all of creations destiny for we all are prime creator on the 

journey of expansion. 

 

 
 


